Materialized views defined over distributed data sources are a well recognized technology for modern applications. Stateof-the-art incremental view maintenance requires O(n 2 ) or more maintenance queries to remote data sources with n being the number of data sources in the view definition. In this poster, we illustrate basic ideas of novel view maintenance strategies that dramatically reduce the number of maintenance queries. Such reduction brings the tradeoff between the number of maintenance queries and the complexity of each query. These algorithms have been implemented in a working prototype system. Experimental studies illustrate major performance improvement in terms of total processing time compared with existing batch algorithms.
INTRODUCTION
Materialized views [1, 4] that integrate and store data from distributed data sources are applied to ensure better access, reliable performance and high availability. They have been widely used in modern applications such as decision support system, data warehousing and e-business. Materialized views must be maintained upon source changes since stale view extent may not help or even mislead user applications. Incremental view maintenance aims at only computing the deltas of the view extent instead of recomputing the view from scratch [2, 9, 1, 8, 3] . Among these works, the incremental maintaining of batches of updates [8, 6, 5] is of particular interest because it is attractive from both a resource and a performance perspective to most practical systems. The benefits are two fold. One, a better overall maintenance performance can be achieved. Two, fewer conflicts with users' read sessions upon the the view extent may arise.
However, modern data sources are becoming increasingly large. Rapid changes made to such data sources are common too. Moreover, the data sources tend to be distributed over the network. These trends of most practical systems pose new challenges to efficient materialized view maintenance. State-of-the-art view maintenance strategies require O(n 2 ) (for batch view maintenance) or more (i.e., for sequential maintenance) maintenance queries [9] to remote data sources with n being the number of data sources in the view definition. They usually only batch the updates from the same data source [8, 6, 5] . This mechanism does not scale for large sized nor for large number of data sources. In this poster, we illustrate scalable view maintenance strategies. The basic idea is to restructure the batch view maintenance aimed at reducing the number of maintenance queries to remote data sources. Though such reduction in the number of maintenance queries will increase the complexity of each such query, we find that it still outperforms existing batch view maintenance strategies in a significant manner in a majority of the cases.
STATE-OF-THE-ART
For ease of description, we use the following example to illustrate the state-of-the-art incremental view maintenance. Assume the materialized view V is defined on 4 data sources represented as R1 R2 R3 R4. ∆R1, ∆R2, ∆R3, ∆R4 are the corresponding source delta changes that need to be maintained. The changes to the view extent (∆V ) by all these source delta changes can be computed by Equation (1) [5] . Here Ri represents the pre-state of the underlying data source, while R i = Ri + ∆Ri is the post-state of the data source. We refer to each line in Equation (1) as a maintenance step, e.g., ∆R1
R2 R3 R4, and each join operation within such a step as a maintenance query, e.g., ∆R1 R2.
Maintenance algorithms represented by Equation 1 require O(n 2 ) remote maintenance queries to compute ∆V where n is the number of data sources.
GROUPING MAINTENANCE
Basic ideas of proposed novel maintenance algorithms with less number of maintenance queries, namely, adjacent grouping and conditional grouping, can be illustrated based on above 4 data source join as follows. Adjacent Grouping. One method to reduce the number of maintenance queries is to share the common access to the data sources. As illustrated in Figure 1 , we could divide the four maintenance steps into two groups. The first two maintenance steps then can be rewritten into (∆R1 R2 + R 1 ∆R2) R3 R4, while the other two can be rewritten into (∆R3 R4 + ∆R4 R 3 ) R 2 R 1 . Thus, the total number of maintenance queries will be reduced from 12 to 8 in this case. In general, if we divide maintenance steps equally, the total number of maintenance queries will be O(n 3/2 ) [7] . There are two phases for this grouping strategy, as illustrated based on the example view definition above. The first is the scroll up phase (Figure 2(a) ), which sends ∆R1 to data source R2 and evaluates the result ∆R1
R2. After we get the result, we union the result with ∆R2 and generate a combined maintenance query to data source R3. We get ∆R1 R2 R3 and ∆R2 R3 as the second query result. Then we union ∆R3 into this second query result and compose the maintenance query to R4. The result of the scroll-up phase is {∆R1 R2 R3 R4, ∆R2 R3 R4, ∆R3 R4}. The scroll down phase (Figure 2(b) ) computes the remaining part of the queries. As in Figure  2 (b), the first maintenance query in this phase evaluates ∆R4 R 3 . The second maintenance query combines the result of the first query (∆R4 R 3 ) with the corresponding part of the scroll-up phase result (∆R3 R4) and evaluates them against ∆R 2 . We go on with this process until we reach the data source R1 to get the final result of ∆V . Thus, the total number of maintenance queries in this case is reduced from 12 to 6.
Details of these grouping strategies such as how to group different deltas, how to generate maintenance queries and how to maintain views beyond simple linear joins are omitted here due to the space limitation. Readers can refer [7] for in-depth discussions.
Grouping strategies along with the existing batch view maintenance algorithms [6, 5] have been implemented in TxnWrap system [3] . Extensive experimental studies also have been conducted. Note that this comprehensive experimental study can be found in [7] .
CONCLUSION
We have illustrated two novel maintenance algorithms that require a smaller number of maintenance queries to remote data sources. The experimental studies illustrate that maintenance performance can be significantly improved by grouping solutions compared with the typical batch maintenance in the literature.
